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THE LANCET.

LONDON, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1847.

DEGGING NOTICE OF THE COUNCIL OF THE INSTITUTE.

THE lIanover-square Oracle has spoken again; the Institute
has advertised another Address to its members and to the pro-
fession, of which we feel ourselves bound to attempt the
interpretation. After the well-known stereotyped paragraph
about " head and home," with which our readers have been so
often favoured, the second resolution of the Council proceeds
to state,-
"That this Council, fully impressed with the great and in-

creasing evils which result from the practice of medicine and
surgery by unqualified pretenders to medical and surgical
knowledge, pledges itself to use its best efforts to obtain the
suppression of illegal practice; and that in furtherance of
this object, the General Committee are hereby authorized to
take such steps, by conference or remonstrance with the
Society of Apothecaries, as they may deem expedient."
A year ago, the Council declared itself to be as "fully im-

pressed" with the evils of unqualified practice as it is now; we

may judge of its pledges for the future by what it has done in
the past. Has any one heard of a fingcr being moved by the In-
stitute to suppress "unqualified pretenders" ? The only thing
it has really done has been in support of "unqualified prac-
tice"-namely, its virulent opposition to the Medical Regis-
tration and Medical Law Amendment Bill of last session, I
which offered a ready means for its suppression, which did not
interfere with the avowed projects of the Institute, and in ’,
favour of which the great majority of the members of the
Institute expressed themselves most unreservedly. The " un-

qualified pretenders to medical and surgical knowledge"-the
authors of those " great and increasing evils" which the

Council of the Institute deprecate so much-look upon the
Council as their best friends. The two are in close alliance

and were fighting all the last session of Parliament, side by
side, against a legal registration of medical men. And what

4do they now propose to do ? Of course they will next year,
with the few members of the Institute who remain, again
oppose the Registration Bill-again support the quacks and
pretenders. In the meantime, they propose to amuse the
profession by a sham " conference" or " remonstrance" with
Apothecaries’ Hall, as though we had not proved, again and
.again, that the Hall and Institute are essentially the same,
moved by the same strings, played by the same puppets. It

will be the farce of the right hand remonstrating with the
left; there will truly be no need of journeying backwards and
forwards from Hanover-square to Blackfriars. The general
practitioner knows Blackfriars too well ever to expect defence
from that quarter; this ruse of the Council, therefore, will
deceive very few.

The meaning of the next resolution is not so easily deci-
phered. It sets forth,-

" That the Council hereby invites correspondence and ad-
vice from the profession at large, on all matters which are
likely to become the subject of legislative discussion, or which
it might be desirable to bring under the consideration of the
Executive Government, such as the subject of the present
inadequate professional remuneration under the Poor Law, or
questions of sanitary reform; and that the Parliamentary
,Committee are hereby authorized to take all such matters
into their consideration, and to give such advice or assistance
to the modern officers of Unions, with a view to obtain an
amelioration of the existing law, and to take such steps gene-
rally as they may deem expedient."

From this, it appears that the Council has no advice per se,
but it "invites correspondence and advice" on all matters
from the ’profession, and then it will kindly take them into
consideration, after which it " will give such advice" back to
the profession again. Truly, the profession might as weU
keep the advice to itself, and act upon it in the first instance:
the Institute is no such magical alembic, that" advice," by
merely distilling through it, will acquire any miraculous

virtue. What are the subjects upon which they wish to set
up this exchange of "advice"-these "matters which are

likely to become the subject of legislative discussion"! They
are barely two, according to the Institute: No. 1 is "the pre-
sent inadequate professional remuneration under the Poor

Law;" and No. 2 is " sanitary reform." The first, a LixcET
subject, upon which we have done more service in a week
than the Institute will do in a year; the next, a mere make.

shift, as the Council very well knows it does not lie in its

power to do the profession any good in the matter of sanitary
reform. Really the members of the Council exhibit great
pauperism of invention in being able to place but two subjects
in their annual programme ! we could have helped them to a
dozen. The profession has a right to expect, from an associa.
tion of such high-sounding title, original and comprehensive
plans for relieving the profession from some of the evils of
which its members everywhere complain. It is not as

though the Council could point to great performances as an
apology for their small promises; unfortunately small as have
been the latter, the former have been still less.
But there is a subject rather" likely to become the subject

of legislative discussion" in the next session of Parliament-
namely, Medical Registration; and there is another point
which will probably occupy the " consideration of the Execu-
tive Government;" we mean, the Parliamentary Committee of
Inquiry into the state of the profession, which commenced its
labours at the close of the last session. Why did not the
Council Oracle deliver itself upon these points! They
are almost as interesting to the profession as " questions of
sanitary reform." We can say, and the profession will easily
see, why the Oracle was silent. The Council is afraid to

touch these really great and vital questions; they have touched
them before, have burnt their fingers, and now, like children,
they shrink from approaching them at all. These questions
are too inconvenient and hostile to the personal designs of the
more restless members of the Council. Hence their absence

from the resolutions.

Lastly, we come to the most important portion of the Oracle;
it is not in the form of a " resolution," but of a "notice" to
the few who still go through Coventry with their Falstaffian

commanders.
" Notice is hereby given, that the subscriptions for the year

1847-8 are now due, and it is requested that post-office orders
be made payable at the branch post-office, Old Cavendish-
street, to one of the treasurers, John Dodd, Esq., or JR. Teg-art,
Esq. By order of the Council. G. R."

We are no interpreters at all if this notica be not a clue to

the real meaning of the meeting of Council, and of all the

public resolutions with which the profession has been favoured.
It is

"&mdash; That etenal want of pence,
Which vexeth public men."

to which we owe even the scanty virtue and regard for the pro-
fession which the Institute manifested at the Council-board on

the 15th of September. The resolutions are merely an excuse,
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and a very lame one, for this attack on the professional purse.
We will be bound in a small fee, that the notice" was written
before the "resolutions;" it is truly the small piece of bread
to the huge quantity of sack.
Let the profession take our " advice," and send marvellously

few post-office orders, " payable at the branch post-office, Old
Cavendish-street." The present are times to save, not to

squander, hard-earned guineas, which can lead to no earthly
good or return. How many guineas do the Council hope to
get by the combined palaver of "resolutions" and " notice"
Time was when they spoke of their numbers; now, figures are

kept carefully and prudently out of view. Their first boast

was of 4000 practitioners; then the figures came down to 900
subscribed members. We have no doubt the number of

members in 1847-8 will bear much the same proportion to
900 as the 900 bears to the 4000. How many general practi-
tioners thought it worth while to vote on the last election of
the Council ? Will the Council inform the profession, that it
may form some idea of the number of the constituents repre-
sented by the Council ? -

-

WE have received a copy of the proceedings at the inquest
on the body of Miss SOPHIA DALLETT, to which we have
several times alluded, The proceedings have been published
verbatim by Dr. CORMACK, in consequence of the misrepre-
sentations of some of the parties concerned. We have nothing
to add to our former remarks on the relation of druggists’
practice, and family weakness and credulity, to the fatal result
in this case ; the only new point which comes out is Dr. COR-
MACK’s account of the disreputable conduct of the medical
juror," ilfr. JOHN BUSHELL, of Kenn ington-lan e, who, he alleges,
has, since the verdict, been endeavouring to tamper with
its legitimate meaning, to injure his brother practitioner, Dr.
CoRMACK, in the eyes of the inhabitants of Putney, and to
fraternize with the suggesting chemist. For these purposes,

anonymous letters in the Morning Post, and abusive hand-
bills, exhibited in the druggist’s shop, and distributed freely
in Putney, have been resorted to. We could hardly have
believed that, even ii our divided profession, one man would
have been so found to have acted against another. It appears
that the medical juror" first pretended to send the "corrcct
verdict" to the Morning Post, giving the first paragraph only,
"Deceased died a natural death, from peritonitis and inflam-
mation of the bowels;" but unfairly omitting the concluding
portion, "and we are of opinion, that the treatment of Dr.
CORMACK was skilful, judicious, and cautious, and such as a
Medical gentleman with an adequate knowledge of his pro-
fession would have adopted." This was the more unfair, as
the tampering of the druggist with the case was carefully
concealed, and Dr. CORMACK was declared to have had the sole

management of the case. The correspondence ended by a
letter to the Morning Post, by the medical juror," which was
simultaneously handbilled through the village of Putney.
This honourable medical juror first charged Dr. CoRMACK
with "neglect," because he did not write to the Post, to con-
tradict the first foolish report of the case in that paper; he
then charged him with the meanness of an attempt " to adver-
tise his skill and abilities in the public prints," because he did
contradict the improper omission of the largest half of the
verdict made by the " medical juror." There was no pleasing
him either way. If he disliked the verdict, why did he not

procure its alteration at the time? Why not, in an open
manly way, have stated his opinions then? Why did he not
influence the jury, if the facts before them were such as to
render this possible ? But it is the lowest meanness to agree
to the verdict, and then to attempt, by insinuation and open
charge, to make it appear that the verdict did not apply to
the whole of Dr. CoBMACK’s management of the case, but that
the exculpation was partial, and that there were parts of the
treatment, about which a very different opinion from that

conveyed by the verdict was held. There was something
highly improper in the presence of a medical juror, sitting to
decide on such a case. If the verdict had censured the

chemist, lie would have been supposed to have influenced the
jury, from professional prejudice. As it is, lie lays him-
self open to the strongest suspicion of having acted from

jealousy or some worse feeling towards another profes-
sional man and neighbour. This medical juror" deserves
the contempt of every educated man engaged ill the practice
of medicine in this country.
-

WE have often, on recent occasions, taken the part of army
and navy surgecns, and maintained their rights to greater
consideration and honour than they have hitherto received
from the public services. We believe surgeons in the army
and navy have never been without the sympathy of the great
civil body of the profession, in the grievances of which they
have complained; and we have a right to expect that naval
and military medical men should have a reciprocal sympathy,
and a desire to uphold the interests of the profession at large.
We are sure it would bean act of lese majest&eacute; to his profession
for a military medical man to do it an injury-and most short-
sighted, as any such injury must inevitably recoil upon the
military portion of the profession. These remarks are made,
because we have had a case brought under our notice, in
which an Inspector-general of hospitals has behaved, in his

’ official capacity, most improperly towards a respectable
general practitioner.
The facts, as laid before us, are as follow:&mdash;WILLIAM COOPER,

’ 
a private soldier of the 85th Regiment, stationed in Ireland,
having been attacked with fever, was sent on sick furlough to
Uxbridge for a month. In consequence of the fatigue of

’ travelling, he had a relapse of fever on his arrival, and Mr.
’ STILWELL, of Uxbridge, had an order from the adjutant of

the regiment to attend him. The soldier continued ill so long,
that Mr. STILWELL was obliged to apply for another month’s
leave of absence for him, and continued his attendance, and

supplied medicines, from June 9th to July the 18th, 1847, in-
clusive. For this Mr. STILWELL’S charge was &pound;3 15s.&mdash;

moderate enough, we should have thought; but the account
was sent back from Dublin, with the following remarks written
on the back:-

"Army Medical Oifice, Dublin, Sept. 4th, 1847.
I am of opinion that the sum of one pound five shillings

and twopence is a fair remuneration for medicines and at-
. tendance furnished to the within-named soldier, considering

his rank and the nature of his disease.
J. PITCAIRN, M.D.,

Inspector general of Hospitals."
! In what estimation can Dr. PITCAIRN expect the army

authorities to hold army surgeons, when he himself sets such
’ an example of respect for his own profession, and treats a civil

surgeon after this unjust fashion? Pencil-marks are made on the
; margin of the bill, and Mr. STILWELL’S very moderate charges
. are pared down to meet the &pound;1 5s. 2d., in the most disgraceful
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manner. Dr. PITCAIRN’S scale of remuneration for medical

attendance and medicine is at the rate of one shilling for a
mixture, eightpence for a liniment, sixpence for a blister and
dressings, and so forth, medical attendance included. If he

had been looking over a chemist’s bill for mere drugs, a lower
estimation could not have been made. We are unaware whether
Mr. STILwELL has submitted to receive the one pound five
shillings and twopence which the inspector-general of hospi-
tals has liberally awarded him for his six weeks’ professional I
services; but we hope not, for it would be impossible but that
the whole of his demand might be obtained. If the taxing
of this bill had come from a purely military personage, we
should not have been surprised; but coming from a medical
man bound by every tie to uphold the respectability of his
own profession, whether in or out of the service, it is a truly
discreditable transaction. We should be sorry to look on

such conduct otherwise than an exception to the general
rule of action among army and navy medical men, when they
come into contact with their civil brethren.

Correspondence.
DISEASE OF THE CERVIX UTERI A CAUSE OF

ABORTION.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,-In the number of your journal for the 24th of July
last, Dr. Bennet has an article on " Inflammation and Ulcera-
tion of the Cervix Uteri during Pregnancy," &c., in the course
of which the author comments upon a passage in my book on
&deg;‘ Abortion and Sterility," recently published, in a manner
which makes it appear that I have been guilty of unfairness
towards him. From the aversion I entertain against obtruding
myself upon public attention when the occasion has reference
merely to subjects of a personal nature, I did not at the time
think any reply necessary; and I should not now have solicited
your indulgence on so trifling a matter, had it not been that a
quotation from the article in question, tending, in some
measure, to my disrepute, appeared in the Pro2incial Medical
and Surgical Journal of Thursday last, which has just now
come under my notice. Will you therefore allow me the
privilege, in an early number of your publication, to say a few ’i
words, by way of explanation. i
From the tenour of one or two remarks that occur in the

article alluded to, it appears I have occasioned its author,
although quite unintentionally, some uneasiness, from, as he
supposes, my presuming to claim credit for certain opinions
as original, which, he states, had been previously promulgated
by him. I would not wilfully do injustice to any man, and
especially to one so ardently engaged in the same field of
labour with myself, and for whose able contributions great
merit is justly due. I have not the pleasure of knowing Dr.
Bennet, except through his writings; and from these I am led
to esteem him as a highly talented and careful observer.
But in reference to the point at issue. Dr. Bennet com-

plains that I have not mentioned his name, except in one
paragraph of my Introduction. The fact is, at the time when
my work was completed, save the Introduction, I had not
perused any of his writings. The work, as it now stands-
the materials for which I had been several years engaged in !,
collecting-was finished, and ready for the press at the be-
ginning of the summer of 1846. At this time the manuscript
was placed, for the purpose of perusal, in the hands of Mr. I
D. Noble, (author of "The Brain, its Physiology," &c., and I,
other works,) and arrangements were completed with Mr. I
Churchill for its publication on the 26th of June of the same
year. During the following few months I was busily engaged
in the prosecution of inquiries connected with other branches
of the same subject,-in re-arranging, during my leisure
hours, some of the materials of my manuscript, and in striking
out portions which Mr. Noble considered unnecessary; but
not in making additions, with the exception of the substitu-
tion of here and there a case for others less entire in their
history. I had not at this period seen Dr. Bennet’s book at
all, having, for a length of time previously, purposely avoided
the perusal of any publication relating to the subject upon

which I was engaged, lest I should be thereby influenced in
the arrangement, after my own fashion, of the materials col-

lected; or in deriving, unbiassed by preconceived notions or

prejudice, such deductions as they might be found capable ofaffording. My views, however, were already well known to
several professional men in Manchester, as well as to others
residing elsewhere. It may be fair to state, that my manu.
script was nearly six months in the printer’s hands before
the printing was completed. This delay may be accounted
for from the few facilities possessed by printers in the country,
in comparison with those available in London; as well as from
the circumstance, also, that three other works were at the
time in course of publication, all in the same type as my own.

Dr. Bennet refers to a passage in my introductory address,
in which it is stated that he (Dr. Bennet) has only incident-
ally alluded" to disease of the cervix uteri as a cause of
abortion, in refutation of which he directs attention to his
work, pa:;es 47-49, where it is recorded "that ulceration of
the cervix is common with pregnant women, and that unless
treated and cured, it generally occasions abortion." This
general statement is given on the authority of MM. Bovs de
Loury and Costilhes; but no facts are adduced illustrative of
the point. At pages 89 and 90, two cases are quoted from
the last-named author, of disease of the cervix during preg-
nancy; these were treated and cured, and the pregmncies
terminated favourably. But in no part of Dr. Bennet’s book
is a single instance given of disease of the cervix having caused
abortion. Indeed, the very converse of this appears to be his
predominant opinion-namely, that uterine disease is the
common consequence of abortion and difficult labour. See
his cases 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.
The author then alludes to his papers published in THE

LANCET of September llth, and subsequently, and says, that
" they will be found, on perusal, to contain, not only most of
the facts which are narrated in Mr. Whitehead’s work, but
others of considerable importance which he has not noticed."
It would be an insult to the meanest understanding to attempt a
refutation of this unjust and sweeping assertion. Besides, these
papers, whatever they contain,were published after the comple-
tion of mine, and I can truthfully assert, that I have borrowed
nothing from them, as I did not perllse them until after my
work was in print. If I had seen them, I should gladly
have availed myself of their contents. I disown all intention
of claiming precedence relative to points upon which our

opinions coincide, and shall make no attempt to transfer to

myself the merit of having given to the reader his first im-

pression upon any subject, no matter how or where he re
ceived it.

In appearing before the public in the capacity of author,
my principal object was to communicate to the profession the
results of my clinical experience, with the view that these
might, if possible, be rendered available in practice by others.
Whether the statements I have advanced be original, or only
corroborative of what was previously known, it is the same
thing to me. Under either circumstance, it will afford me
equal pleasure, if my contributions shall be found serviceable
in the elucidation of a class of diseases which, doubtless, until
recently, were very imperfectly understood, and in the cala.
mitous consequences of which I myself have been in no
trifling degree interested. I could have published similar
facts long ago. The reason why I did not do so was, because
the revelations which specular investigation afforded appeared
to me, at the commencement, so new and startling, that I
became anxious to have the views necessarily thence arising
supported by statistical data, which I began to collect only
after I had been long familiar with the subject. Indeed, it
cannot but be manifest, that my acquaintance with this
branch of pathology must be considerably older than any of
Dr. Bennet’s communications, since the accumulation of the
mass of facts which I have recorded-to say nothing of others
in my possession, of anterior date-is not to be accomplished
in the space of a few months, nor even in less than a few
years.

I have no passion to be thought an originator. I wait for
no applause; but shall be content to receive the meed of
praise or of censure that the public may think proper to
adjudge. Yet while I most willingly accord to others what-
ever is due to them, so far as I am concerned, I shait also,
when called upon, not hesitate to defend my own rights and
integrity, as part of my professional existence. I will repeat
here what has been already expressed elsewhere, that, to my
knowledge, I have not borrowed from any author without
acknowledging the obligation. I owe not so much as a

thought, an idea, or an expression, to Dr. Bennet’s puhli-
cations. This is said in no acrimony of feeling, but purelv in


